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Abstract—Direct-conversion architectures (DCA) can offer
highly integrated low-cost hardware solutions to communica-
tion transceivers. However, DCA devices are sensitive to radio
frequency (RF) imperfections such as amplifier non-linearities,
phase noise and in-phase/quadrature-phase imbalances (IQI),
which typically lead to a severe degradation of the performance
of such systems. Motivated by this, we quantify and evaluate
the impact of RF IQI on wireless communications in the context
of cascaded fading channels. Novel closed form expressions are
derived for the corresponding outage probability for the case
of ideal transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX), ideal TX and I/Q
imbalanced RX, I/Q imbalanced TX and ideal RX, and joint
I/Q imbalanced TX/RX. The offered analytic results have a
relatively convenient algebraic representation and their validity
is extensively justified through simulations. Based on these, it is
shown that cascaded fading leads to considerable degradation
in the system performance and that assuming ideal RF front-
ends at the TX and RX induces non-negligible errors in the
outage probability that can exceed 20% in several communication
scenarios. We further demonstrate that the effects by cascaded
multipath fading conditions are particularly severe, as they
typically result to considerable performance losses of around or
over an order of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rising demand for high data rate applications and

multimedia services has led to the design and the develop-

ment of flexible and software-configurable transceivers that

are capable of supporting the required quality of service. In

this context, the direct-conversion transceivers constitute an

attractive radio frequency (RF) front-end solution, as they

demand neither external intermediate frequency filters nor

image rejection filters [1], [2]. Additionally, their architectures

are low-cost and easily on-chip integrated, which render them
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excellent candidates for modern wireless technologies [3]–

[5]. However, direct-conversion transceivers are sensitive to

RF front-end related imperfections, which are often inevitable

due to components mismatch and manufacturing defects [6],

[7]. An indicative example is the in-phase and quadrature

(I/Q) imbalance (IQI) which corresponds to the fundamental

problem of amplitude and phase mismatch between the I and Q

branches of transceivers and leads to imperfect image rejection

that incurs considerable performance limitations [8], [9].

On the contrary, due to the different nature of fading

conditions, several statistical models have been proposed for

characterizing and modeling fading envelopes under short-

term, long-term, and composite fading channels. For exam-

ple, the Nakagami-m and lognormal distributions have been

extensively used for accounting for short-term fading, also

known as multipath fading, and long-term fading, also known

as shadowing, respectively. Likewise, several composite fading

models have been proposed for accounting for the simulta-

neous occurrence of multipath fading and shadowing effects

(see [10]–[23] and references therein). Furthermore, multi-

plicative cascaded fading models have been more recently

introduced in [24]–[26]. The physical interpretation of these

models is justified by considering received signals generated

by the product of a large number of rays reflected via N

statistically independent scatterers [24]. Based on this, the

N*Nakagami−m distribution was introduced in [25] corre-

sponding to the product of N statistically independent, but

not necessarily identically distributed Nakagami−m random

variables (RVs). This model is generic as it includes several

special cases of more elementary cascaded fading models. For

example, for the specific case of N = 2 and m = 1, it

reduces to the double Rayleigh distribution, which has been

shown useful in modeling fading effects in mobile-to-mobile

communications [27].

In spite of the paramount importance of RF front-ends

on the performance of wireless communication systems, the

detrimental effects of RF impairments have been overlooked
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in the vast majority of reported analyses. The effect of RF

impairments was investigated in [4], [28]–[36], while perfor-

mance degradation due to IQI was investigated in [37]–[42].

Specifically, the authors in [37], [38] quantified the effect

of IQI on the performance of multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO), whereas the authors in [39]–[41] investigated the

performance of relaying systems in the presence of IQI.

Nevertheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge no

analyses have been reported in the open technical literature

on the detrimental effects of IQI in wireless communications

over cascaded fading channels. Motivated by this, the present

work is devoted to the analysis and quantification of IQI

effects in the context of wireless transmission over arbitrary

N Nakagami-m fading channels. To this end, novel analytic

expressions are derived for the corresponding OP considering

the following three scenarios: i) ideal TX with I/Q imbalanced

RX; ii) I/Q imbalanced TX with ideal RX; iii) joint I/Q

imbalanced TX and RX. The derived expressions are validated

extensively through simulations and are subsequently em-

ployed in analyzing the corresponding performance providing

useful insights for the design and deployment of wireless

communication systems over cascaded fading channels. More-

over,to justify their importance and practical usefulness in the

context of emerging wireless communication systems, note

that these expressions are also valid in the context of vehicular-

to-vehicular (V2V) communications.

II. SYSTEM AND SIGNAL MODEL

In this section, we revisit the ideal signal model, which is,

henceforth, referred to as ideal RF, as well as the realistic IQI

signal models for the case that TX and RX are equipped with

a single antenna.

A. Ideal RF front-end

We assume a signal, x, transmitted over a flat wireless

channel, h, with an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), w.

The received RF signal is passed through various processing

stages, also known as the RF front-end of the RX. These

stages include filtering, amplification, analog I/Q demodu-

lation, down-conversion to baseband and sampling. To this

effect, the corresponding baseband equivalent received signal

can be expressed as yid = hx + w. It is assumed that

the transmitted signal experiences cascaded fading conditions

modeled by a N*Nakagami-m process, which is composed of

N ≥ 1 independent, but not necessarily identical, Nakagami-

m random variables. Based on this, the instantaneous signal to

noise ratio (SNR) per symbol at the RX input can be given by

γid = Es

N0
|h|

2
, where, Es, denotes the energy per transmitted

symbol and N0 is the single-sided AWGN power spectral

density (PSD). Therefore, the corresponding average SNR is

γ = Es

N0

∏N
i=1 Ωi, with Ωi denoting the scaling parameter of

the ith Nakagami-m process [25].

B. I/Q imbalance Model

The time-domain baseband representation of the IQI im-

paired signal can be obtained as [4]

gIQI = K
t/r
1 gid +K

t/r
2 g∗id (1)

where gid denotes the baseband IQI−free signal and g∗id
arises due to the involved IQI effects. Furthermore, the IQI

coefficients K
t/r
1 and K

t/r
2 are expressed as

K
t/r
1 =

1 + εt/re±jφt/r

2
(2)

and

K
t/r
2 =

1− εt/re∓jφt/r

2
(3)

where the positive and negative signs in (2) and the t/r
superscripts denote the up and down conversion processes,

respectively, whereas the εt/r and φt/r terms account for the

TX/RX amplitude and phase mismatch, respectively. It is also

noted that the IQI parameters are algebraically linked to each

other as K
t/r
2 = 1 −

(
K

t/r
1

)∗

. The K
t/r
1 and K

t/r
2 coeffi-

cients are associated with the corresponding image rejection

ratio (IRR) which determines the amount of attenuation of

the image frequency band and is expressed as IRRt/r =∣∣∣Kt/r
1

∣∣∣2/∣∣∣Kt/r
2

∣∣∣2. It is recalled here that for practical analog

RF front-end electronics, the value of IRR is typically in the

range of 20dB−40dB [3], [43]–[47]. Furthermore, the second

term K
t/r
2 g∗id is caused by the associated imbalances and in

the case of single-carrier transmission it represents the self-

interference effect, whereas in multi-carrier transmission it

denotes the image aliasing effect, which results to crosstalk

between the mirror-frequencies in the down-converted signal.

1) TX impaired by IQI: In this scenario, it is assumed that

TX experiences IQI while the RF front-end of the RX is ideal.

To this effect, it follows from (1) that the baseband equivalent

transmitted signal is expressed as

xIQI = Kt
1x+Kt

2x
∗ (4)

whereas the baseband equivalent received signal is given by

y = hxIQI + w = Kt
1hx+Kt

2hx
∗ + w. (5)

Furthermore, the instantaneous SINR per symbol at the input

of the RX is expressed as

γ =
|Kt

1|
2
|h|

2
Es

|Kt
2|

2
|h|

2
Es +N0

(6)

which after basic algebraic manipulations can be re-written

as follows:

γ =
1

1
IRRt

+ 1

|Kt
1|

2

1
γid

. (7)

In the context of direct-conversion transmitter, the IQI effect

can be considered as the so-called self-image problem, which

is the case when the baseband equivalent transmitted signal is

essentially interfered by its own complex conjugate [6].

2) RX impaired by IQI: In this scenario, it is assumed that

the RX experiences IQI while the TX RF front-end is ideal.

Based on (1), the baseband equivalent received signal can be

obtained as

y = Kr
1hx+Kr

2h
∗x∗ +Kr

1w +Kr
2w

∗. (8)
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The corresponding instantaneous SINR per symbol at the input

of the RX is expressed as

γ =
|Kr

1 |
2
|h|

2
Es

|Kr
2 |

2
|h|

2
Es +

(
|Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2
)
N0

(9)

which after basic algebraic manipulations can equivalently be

expressed as

γ =
1

1
IRRr

+
(
1 + 1

IRRr

)
1
γid

. (10)

3) Joint TX/RX impaired by IQI: In this scenario, it is

assumed that both TX and RX experience IQI. To this effect

and based on (1), it follows that the baseband equivalent

received signal can be expressed as

y=(ξ11h+ ξ22h
∗)x+ (ξ12h+ ξ21h

∗)x∗ +Kr
1w +Kr

2w
∗

(11)

where ξ11 = Kr
1K

t
1, ξ22 = Kr

2 (K
t
2)

∗
, ξ12 = Kr

1K
t
2 and

ξ21 = Kr
2 (K

t
1)

∗
.

Based on this, the instantaneous SINR per symbol at the

input of the RX is given by

γ =
|Z|

2
Es

|W |
2
Es +

(
|Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2
)
N0

(12)

with

|Z|
2
= |ξ11h+ ξ22h

∗|
2

(13)

and

|W |
2
= |ξ12h+ ξ21h

∗|
2

(14)

= |ξ12|
2
|h|

2
+ |ξ21|

2
|h|

2
+ 2�

{
ξ12ξ21h

2
}

(15)

whereas |ξ22|
2
/ |ξ11|

2
= 1/(IRRrIRRt), which practically

lies in the range of [−43,−28dB]. As a result, it can be

accurately assumed that |Z|
2
≈ |ξ11|

2
|h|

2
, while due to

the inequality 2�
{
ξ12ξ21h

2
}

<< |ξ12|
2
|h|

2
+ |ξ21|

2
|h|

2
,

Eq. (15) can be accurately represented as |W |
2
≈ |ξ12|

2
|h|

2
+

|ξ21|
2
|h|

2
. To this effect, it follows that (12) can be also re-

written as

γ ≈
|ξ11|

2

|ξ12|
2
+ |ξ21|

2
+
(
|Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2
)

1
γid

. (16)

It is noted here that (16) is particularly accurate since the

relative error does not exceed 1%.

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY IN WIRELESS TRANSMISSION

OVER CASCADED FADING CHANNELS

It is recalled that the OP can be defined as the probability

that the symbol error rate is greater than a certain quality

of service level and is computed as the probability that the

instantaneous SNR or SINR falls bellow the corresponding

pre-determined threshold [48]. In what follows, we derive a

novel analytic expressions for the OP over cascaded fading

channels subject to the aforementioned IQI scenarios in wire-

less communication systems. The offered analytic expressions

are validated through extensive comparisons with respective

results from computer simulations.

A. Ideal RF front-end

In the case of N*Nakagami-m fading channels, the CDF

of γid is given by [25, eq. (13)]

Fγid
(γ) =

GN,1
1,N+1

(
γ
γ

∏N
i=1 mi

∣∣∣∣ 1
m1,m2, · · · ,mN , 0

)
∏N

i=1 Γ (mi)
(17)

where Γ(·) and Gv,w
s,t (·) denote the gamma function and the

Meijer’s G-function [49]. Based on this, the corresponding

PDF of γid is expressed as [25, eq. (14)], namely

fγid
(γ) =

GN,0
0,N

(
γ
γ

∏N
i=1 mi

∣∣∣∣ −
m1,m2, . . . ,mN

)
γ
∏N

i=1 Γ (mi)
. (18)

B. TX impaired by IQI

Using (7) and (17), it follows that the OP is given by

Po = Fγid

⎛
⎝ 1

|Kt
1|

2
(

1
γth
− 1

IRRt

)
⎞
⎠ (19)

with γth ≤ IRRt.

C. RX impaired by IQI

Using (10) and (17), the corresponding OP is given by

Po = Fγid

(
1 + 1

IRRr

1
γth
− 1

IRRr

)
(20)

with γth ≤ IRRr.

D. Joint TX/RX impaired by IQI

Using (16) and (17), the OP in this case is expressed as

Po = Fγid

⎛
⎝ |Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2

|ξ11|
2

γth
−

(
|ξ12|

2
+ |ξ21|

2
)
⎞
⎠ (21)

with γth ≤
|ξ11|

2

|ξ12|
2+|ξ21|

2 .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate and illustrate the effects of IQI

on the performance of wireless communications over cascaded

Nakagami-m fading channels in terms of the corresponding

OP. The notation m = {m1,m2, · · · ,mN} denotes up to

N*Nakagami-m channels, i.e. m = {m1,m2,m3} for N = 3,

with fading m−parameters of m1, m2, and m3, respectively.

We also consider that the SNR is normalized with respect

to γth, which implies that the OP is evaluated as a func-

tion of γ/γth. Furthermore, it is important to note that, in

the following figures, the numerical results are shown with

continuous lines, while markers are employed to illustrate the

simulation results.

To this end, Fig. 1 illustrates the OP versus the normalized

SNR for the different considered TX/RX scenarios. Specif-

ically, we compare the OP between the ideal RF front-end,
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Fig. 1. OP as a function of the normalized SNR, when IRR = 20dB,
φ = 3o, ε � 0.824 (continuous lines), and ε � 1.21364 (dashed lines).

the RX I/Q imbalanced, the TX I/Q imbalanced and joint

TX/RX I/Q imbalanced cases when the IRR = 20dB, and

φ = 3o. We consider the two cases of ε < 1 (continuous lines),

and ε > 1 (dashed lines). Furthermore, different channels

have been considered, where m = 1, m = {1, 1} and

m = {1, 1, 1, 1} correspond to the Rayleigh, double Rayleigh

and N*Rayleigh with N = 4 channels respectively. It is shown

that the performance degradation due to IQI is somewhat less

severe compared to the detrimental effects of cascaded fading.

For instance, for the case of γ/γth = 10dB, the OP in the

case of Rayleigh fading is nearly half the OP value in the

case of double Rayleigh fading. In addition, in the case of

double Rayleigh fading channels, the assumption of ideal RF

front-end results to around 20% error in the corresponding

OP. These results highlight the importance of both accurate

channel characterization and modeling as well as accounting

for RF impairments, in the realistic performance analysis and

design of wireless communication systems. Interestingly, when

ε < 1, the effects of TX IQI only on the OP degradation are

more severe than the corresponding effects of RX IQI only.

The underlying reason is that the SINR is higher in the case

of RX IQI only than in the case of TX IQI only, since the

noise is multiplied by
(
|Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2
)

, which for ε < 1 does

not exceed 1. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that in case

of ε > 1, the RX IQI effects are the most severe since the

noise is multiplied by
(
|Kr

1 |
2
+ |Kr

2 |
2
)

, which in this case is

greater than 1. Additionally, in case of ε > 1, the TX IQI only

system outperforms even the corresponding ideal RF front-end

system. As can be drawn from (2), when ε > 1, it follows

that |Kt
1|

2
> 1, and for practical levels of IQI |Kt

2|
2
→ 0.

Therefore, (6) can be tightly approximated as γ ≈ |Kt
1|

2
γid

which, for ε > 1, is greater than γid.

Fig. 2 shows the impact of IQI on the OP, considering dou-

ble Rayleigh and double Nakagami-m, with m = {0.5, 0.5},
m = {2, 2} and m = {3, 3} fading conditions with joint

TX/RX IQI. It is evident that the OP decreases as the m values
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Fig. 2. OP as a function of the normalized SNR, for different values of IRR,
when ε < 1, and φ = 3o.

are increased, for a fixed SNR value, while, as expected, the

OP is improved when the IRR is increased. For example, for

the case of double Nakagami−m conditions with γ = 10dB,

taking an RF front-end with an IRR of 27dB instead of

20dB, decreases the corresponding OP by 30%. Notably,

since the IRR of practical RF front-ends lies in the range of

20 − 40dB, these results indicates the importance of taking

RF impairments such as the IQI into consideration. Likewise,

it is also shown that it is of paramount importance to take

into account the effects of cascaded fading conditions, as

the difference in comparison with non-multiplicative fading

is about an order of magnitude in the entire SNR range.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper investigated the OP performance of

wireless communication systems over cascaded channels in

the presence of IQI at the RF front-end. We considered three

scenarios in our analysis corresponding to ideal TX with I/Q

imbalanced RX, I/Q imbalanced TX with ideal RX, and joint

I/Q imbalanced TX and RX. The ideal case was also taken into

consideration for comparison and the derived analytic results

were validated through extensive comparisons with respective

results from computer simulations. It was shown that the

severity of fading affects significantly the corresponding per-

formance and that the assumption of ideal RF front-end results

to around 20% error in the corresponding OP. This highlights

the importance of both accurate channel characterization and

consideration for RF impairments, in realistic analysis, design

and deployment of wireless communication systems.
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